
B R E A T H E  N E W  L I F E  I N T O  Y O U R  D A YVenova™



The new way to express your emotions
The Venova is a completely new type of wind instrument designed 

to enable anyone to learn to play with ease. Despite the simple 

fingering, it sounds just like a saxophone. Take this novel 

opportunity to transform your breath into richly expressive sound. 

Choose from one of two models to suit the musical range you 

want to play in.

Form follows technology
Innovation and creativity do not come about by accident. 

Without going into the technical details, the unique shape of the 

instrument, which produces the sound of a full-size saxophone 

with much less body, is the result of many years of research.

Explore where you play and how you feel
The compact, lightweight Venova is so easy to 
transport and maintain that you can enjoy it 
anywhere. Play the Venova at your favorite 
places to experience an unexpectedly fresh 
kind of freedom.

YVS-100
ABS resin

C (2 octaves)

One-piece

180g

Mouthpiece 

Mouthpiece cap

Ligature

Synthetic (resin) reed

Cleaning swab

Owner’s manual

Guidebook “Let’s Play Venova!” 

Case (with strap)

L460mm×W90mm×H55mm

YVS-120
ABS resin

F (2 octaves)

Two-piece

293g

Mouthpiece 

Mouthpiece cap

Ligature

Synthetic (resin) reed

Cleaning swab

Owner’s manual

Guidebook “Let’s Play Venova!” 

Case (with strap)

 L590mm×W96mm×H55mm

Material Body

Key

Body Type

Dimensions*

Weight*

Accessories

* with mouthpiece and cap

High water-resistance for worry-free 
playing
The durable ABS resin body is water washable, 
with a simple structure that’ s easy to clean.

Easy fingering similar to a recorder
The fingering is simple and easy even for 
beginners.

A rich, expressive tone that plays naturally
Like the saxophone, the Venova is a single-reed instrument that sounds 
different depending on how hard or soft you blow. 

Alto Venova  YVS-120 NEW
A mellow tone similar to an alto saxophone

With a larger size than the YVS-100, the Alto Venova makes it 
even easier for beginners to make music. 

Venova  YVS-100
 A bright tone similar to a soprano saxophone

Compact and lightweight to expand the range of venues and 
opportunities.

Specifications

Musical range

C MC C C

YVS-100

YVS-120

#yamahavenova

W-261

P10029450


